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Flash Alerts

Czech
Republic

Changes in Super-Gross Salary
Calculation
Starting January 1, 2019, the calculation of
the tax base called "super-gross salary"
regarding employees who are subject to the
obligatory social security contributions in
other EU member states, EEA states, or
Switzerland shall be changed according to
the newly-approved amendment of the
Czech Income Tax Act. There will be no
change in case of other employees, i.e.,
those who are subject to the Czech
obligatory social security scheme or subject
to the obligatory social security scheme in
countries that are not part of the EU, EEA,
or Switzerland.

Denmark New Law Approved Revising Special
Expatriate Tax Scheme
On November 29, 2018, the bill revising the
Danish special tax scheme for expatriates
was passed by the Danish government.
Among the changes to the rules on the
special tax scheme were: (1) employees will
be able to apply the Danish special tax
scheme even when they are hired by a
Danish branch or permanent establishment
within the same legal entity as the former
employer, and (2) employees will be able to
apply the scheme even when they have
received, in certain circumstances, a bonus
(or similar) payment which has been paid
out after the termination of an employment
period. The new rules enter into force as of
January 1, 2019.

Hong Kong Transitional Arrangements for Salaries
Tax Double Taxation Relief
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The Inland Revenue Department (“IRD”) of
Hong Kong recently confirmed how the new
arrangements concerning the double
taxation relief mechanism for Hong Kong
Salaries Tax would be applied. The IRD, on
a concessionary basis, introduced a
transitional arrangement for taxpayers who
have left or are about to leave Hong Kong.

India Immigration Changes in 2018: Taking
Stock and Looking Forward
On November 14, 2018, the Indian Ministry
of Home Affairs’ Foreigners Division issued
a press release summarizing the various
steps taken by the government to improve
the immigration/visa process in India. In
early 2018, India’s government issued
detailed visa guidelines streamlining the
visa application process and compliance
procedures. With the updated 2018
guidelines, India simplified provisions,
clarified “grey” areas, and undertook efforts
to make visa applications and compliance
easier.

Ireland Expansion of Online Passport Renewal
Service
Ireland’s Department of Foreign Affairs has
confirmed that the online passport renewal
service is to be expanded. This expansion
of service will allow for the online renewal of
children’s passports, the introduction of a
passport card for children, and it expands
the cohort of adults eligible to renew online.
In addition, the cost of renewing a passport
online is significantly cheaper than
alternative methods.

Italy 2018 Amendments Make Italian
Citizenship More Difficult to Obtain
Ireland’s Department of Foreign Affairs has
confirmed that the online passport renewal
service is to be expanded. This expansion
of service will allow for the online renewal of
children’s passports, the introduction of a
passport card for children, and it expands
the cohort of adults eligible to renew online.
In addition, the cost of renewing a passport
online is significantly cheaper than
alternative methods.

Romania Easier Requirements for Third-Country
Nationals When Locally Employed in
Romania
The Romanian government has recently
introduced measures to ease immigration
eligibility requirements for third-country
nationals who will be locally employed in
Romania. These measures include the
decrease in the salary threshold to the
national gross minimum salary and the
decrease in the minimum salary
requirement for highly-qualified workers.
Also, there has been a decrease in the
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consular fees that employers must pay for
the issuance of work permits.

United
Kingdom

Reduced Rights for EU Citizens if ‘No
Deal’ Brexit
On December 6, 2018, the U.K. government
published a policy paper on the rights of
European Union (EU) citizens in the U.K. in
the event of the U.K. leaving the EU without
a deal. The paper highlights a number of
key differences in rights afforded to EU
citizens compared to the rights which would
be guaranteed under the Draft Agreement
on the withdrawal of the U.K. from the EU
dated November 14, 2018. The policy paper
also provides some information for U.K.
nationals in the EU in a “no deal” scenario.

United
Kingdom

Statement of Changes for Tiers, 2, 4, and
5, and Seasonal Workers
On December 11, 2018, the U.K.
government published a number of changes
to the Immigration Rules. The “Statement of
Changes” introduces: (1) small changes to
the Tier 2, Tier 4, and Tier 5 categories, (2)
an expansion of the Tier 1 category, and (3)
a pilot introduction of a new “seasonal
workers” scheme. Most of the changes are
expected to take effect from August 1,
2019; however the main impact on Tier 5
will be coming into force as soon as
January 1, 2019.

United
Kingdom

Online Right-to-Work Checking Service
The U.K. Immigration Minister has
announced changes of regulations to allow
new online right-to-work checks. These will
apply to holders of a Biometric Residence
Permit or a new EU Settlement Scheme
document, which is for EU nationals living in
the U.K. after Brexit. Despite the headline,
physical right-to-work checks will still be
required for most employees as the online
system will not work for British citizens.

United
Kingdom

Government Releases White Paper on
Post-Brexit Immigration
On December 19, 2019, the U.K.
government presented to Parliament its
long-awaited White Paper on the U.K.’s
post-Brexit immigration system. The new
U.K.-wide system, which is scheduled to go
live on January 1, 2021, will be based on
skills rather than nationality. The future U.K.
immigration system described in the White
Paper ends the free movement of European
Economic Area (EEA) nationals to the U.K.,
and introduces restrictions on their ability to
live and work in the country. Unless future
bilateral trade deals agree simplified
immigration procedures, the new system
will apply to EEA as well as non-EEA
nationals.
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United
Kingdom

Social Security Implications of “No Deal”
Brexit 
As recently announced by the U.K.
government and the European Union (EU),
the potential for a “no deal” Brexit is
increasing. The EU has confirmed that the
EU Social Security coordination regulations
will cease to apply to the U.K. as of
March29, 2019, in the event of a no deal
Brexit. However, in a similar vein to the U.K.
government’s approach, the EU
Commission has emphasised the
importance of protecting citizens’ and legal
residents’ social security benefits. The draft
legislation issued by the U.K. government
aims to protect citizens’ and legal residents’
existing rights to the greatest extent
possible, but makes caveats given that
cooperation and reciprocity may not be
forthcoming from EU member states.

United States Administration Proposes Changes to
Selection System for H-1B Visas
Under a proposed new rule, United States
Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) seeks to amend the way it selects
petitions in the H-1B cap lottery. It will affect
the way the advanced-degree lottery is run
and the H-1B regular cap lottery pool. The
proposal also concerns employers filing a
short online form and the registration and
filing periods. Public comments must be
received on or before January 2, 2019.

United States New Form ETA-9035, Labor Condition
Application, in Effect
Effective November 18, 2018, the United
States Department of Labor (DOL) has a
new edition of the Form ETA-9035, Labor
Condition Application for Nonimmigrant
Workers. In line with USCIS’s updated
policy guidance pertaining to third-party
placements and vetting the relationship
between H-1B employers, their
subcontractors and end-clients, the DOL
similarly has implemented changes, in this
case to Form ETA-9035, specifically
requesting additional information when
third-party placement is involved.

United States Guidance on Sec. 83(i) and Deferring
Compensation on Qualified Stock
With changes to U.S. Internal Revenue
Code section 83 ushered in by the tax
reform law of 2017, H.R.1, recent IRS
Notice 2018-97 specifically addresses three
aspects of section 83(i): the application of
the 80-percent rule, the federal income tax
withholding of the deferred income from
qualified stock, and the question of whether
employers are able to “opt-out” of section
83(i).

United States Potential Immigration-Related Impact of
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the Looming U.S. Federal Government
Shut-down
Several government agencies in the United
States are only funded until December 21,
2018. In order to avoid a shut-down of these
agencies effective December 22, 2018,
Congress was supposed to have passed a
long-term budget or at least a short-term
funding measure before this date.
Employers and U.S. visa applicants should
be aware of the potential consequences of
a government shut-down, particularly as
they relate to visa appointments and
interviews at U.S. Consulates and
Embassies abroad. Employers enrolled in
E-Verify should also be attentive to how the
shut-down could impact the I-9 process.

Publications, Videos & Webinars

KPMG –
United States

2019 Personal Tax Planning Guide
This guide aims to help businesses, their
owners, and other individual tax payers get
ready for the upcoming tax filing season,
especially in the wake of U.S. tax reform.

Global
Mobility
Services –
Employment
Tax Practice

Payroll Insights– a publication from KPMG
LLP's Employment Tax practice. It is
designed to provide you with current
developments in the payroll and
employment tax arena and is published
periodically throughout the year as
developments warrant. In this issue
(December 2018):

* Special Year-End Report
* Parking Expenses

United States
- GMS/Tax

U.S. Taxation of Americans Abroad
(USTAA)
Updated for U.S. tax law in effect as of
November 30, 2018, this booklet is
designed to help U.S. citizens and resident
aliens who live or work abroad to
understand their U.S. income tax
obligations.

U.S. Taxation of Foreign Citizens
(USTFC)
Updated for U.S. tax law in effect as of
November 30, 2018, this booklet is
designed to assist foreign citizens and
nationals who work or live in the United
States to understand U.S. tax law as it
applies to them.

GMS Video -- In this new video, “U.S. 2019
Tax Filing Season, Tax Reform, and
Globally Mobile Employees,” GMS
professionals Kristen Salmon and John
Seery address the concerns individuals on
international assignment may have about
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the impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act –
the tax reform law enacted in December
2017 – on their income tax returns to be
filed by April 15, 2019. 
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